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Abstract
At certain critical moments in the lifetime of a Tk widget, Tk will invoke various callbacks on that widget. These callbacks enable the widget to do lots of interesting things, such as react to configuration changes for named fonts, or create and manage truly native widgets (such as the scrollbar widget on Windows platforms). The API for setting up these callbacks for a particular window are, as of Tk 8.3.2, private. This prohibits extension widget authors from fully utilizing this powerful system; those developers can either copy the private declarations into their own source code (leading to future maintenance hassles), or forego the system entirely, hampering their ability to make truly native and well-integrated widgets. This proposal offers an extensible means for making that API public.
Rationale: Why make TkClassProcs and TkSetClassProcs public?
(The following text is adapted from George Howlett [http://dev.scriptics.com/lists/tclcore/2000/10/msg00143.html])
The Tk toolkit was originally written strictly for Xlib. It created wrappers for many of the Xlib calls. A good example is creating a window. Tk's Tk_CreateWindow call in turn calls Xlib's XCreateWindow. This is so that the toolkit can perform bookkeeping on the window and manage it in various ways. The down side was that if you needed to pass specific information/flags to the XCreateWindow call you couldn't. But this only affected extensions.
Now when Tk 8.0 added native widgets, Tk also had the same problem. For example to create a Win32 button control, you have to pass information through the X emulation layer to the eventual Win32 CreateWindow or CreateWindowEx call.
So the Sun Tk developers created this notion of class procedures. A widget of particular type may need to make different calls at the time the window is created. They added to the TkWindow structure pointers to both the widget instance (i.e. the data the represents the specific widget) and a structure of function pointers (such as one to call when the window is to be created).
TkClassProcs tkpButtonProcs =

    CreateProc,             /* createProc. */
    TkButtonWorldChanged,   /* geometryProc. */
    NULL                    /* modalProc. */

